
2018 WITSA Global ICT Excellence Awards 
Nomination Form 

 

AWARD CATEGORIES: 

Awards will be given to individuals, academics, businesses, NGOs, government branches etc., on 

the basis of particular programs, web sites, strategies of ICT / Internet deployment; i.e. the 

awards will not be political but technical, honoring use and implementation of technology in 

accordance with the criteria described below (i.e. a government per se will not be a “winner”, but 

one of its integrated web sites or services may be). The winners may not necessarily represent 

the most advanced technology solutions, but should be excellent examples of ICT deployment 

which have made a difference for the community of interest (whether providing public services, 

boosting profits or advancing connectivity): 

 

Please note that nominees will be judged on the basis of the following criteria and weighting: 

 

Judging Criteria  Weighting 

Global Impact/Potential 30% 

Scalability  30% 

Innovative Features and Functionalities 10% 

Proven Solution 30% 

 

 

1. PUBLIC SECTOR ICT EXCELLENCE AWARD  
Government entities and non-profit organizations are eligible to be nominated in the Public 

Sector Excellence category. 

 

Criteria for Government authorities: To be nominated, a government entity must, in its delivery 

of services within or outside the entity, use information and communications technology to 1) 

improve a national or local government's effectiveness in meeting the needs of its citizens; 2) 

save time and money in government operations by eliminating inefficient practices and 

processes; and/or 3) improve access to or the quality of services, communication and 

information within government.   In addition, the project implemented by the nominee must 

meet at least one of the following criteria: use ICT to improve the common good, either at the 

local, national or global level (measuring the social benefit); demonstrate efficient use of current 

technology; highlight the benefits of latest advances; run pilot projects evaluating the potential 

of new innovative means of communication and information distribution. 

 

Criteria for Non-profit organizations: To be nominated, non-profit organizations must utilize 

information and communications technology to achieve the organization's goals, as well to 



improve the common good through programs with significant social benefits.  Examples of such 

programs include: medical groups that facilitate remotely assisted surgery via Internet, 

deployment of informative databases or other technologies that increase citizen participation in 

communities of interest - uses that bring aid, comfort, information, support or services to target 

community groups. 
 

 

YOUR NOMINEE(S):  

1-1: The Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Republic of China (MOEA) 

DIGI+Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart Program:  

An Innovative Hybrid Model for Developing Cross-Domain ICT Talent in Digital Economy 

1-2: Smart System Institute (SSI) of Institute for Information Industry (III)- for XParking 
 

REASONS FOR NOMINATION (please justify why you think your candidate is qualified):  

 
1-1:  
1. Talent Management System Increases Efficiency 
2. Innovative Learning Platform 

3. Implemented Innovative 6P-4C Hybrid Training Model 

4. Blended ICT Training Model Design 

5. Linking International Open Resource Communities to Facilitate Elite Talent Training 

6. Using Big Data to Build Talent Pool that Speeds up Matching Process 

7. DIGI+Talent Accelerator & Jumpstart Program Proven to be Effective 

8. Replicate the ICT Talent Development Model Locally and Internationally 

 

 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION: Please send any supporting information to the address above, 

including information from candidate (i.e. excerpt from program description, web site print-out, 

press release, etc.) 

As attachment.  
 

2. PRIVATE SECTOR ICT EXCELLENCE AWARD  
All for-profit, high-end information technology users are eligible for this award.   This award 

honors the innovative uses of information technology that directly increase a business' ability to 

meet its objectives, improve its competitiveness or better serve its customer needs.  A for-profit 

user of ICT that creates an advantage in the design, development, manufacturing, marketing 

and/or distribution of products and services would be competitive for this award. 

 

YOUR NOMINEE(S):  

2-1:  Chain Sea Information Integration Co., Ltd. 

2-2: Acer ITS Inc. and Acer Smart Parking Meter 

 

REASONS FOR NOMINATION (please justify why you think your candidate is qualified):  



2-1: Chain Sea Information Integration Co., Ltd develops technologies such as intelligent 

interaction, STT, big data analysis and so on, and grasps the application and development of 

mobile and cloud-based technology, introduces the application of artificial intelligence into 

customer service, and combines customer-service robotics with text chat service to improve 

service quality and significantly reduce manpower , through Big Data analysis, AI technologies, 

Speech to Text technologies, multi-media interaction services, and other technical applications, 

we make a goal coming true of Omni-channel management for Taiwan enterprises to provide 

intelligent customer service technology for the new customer service times leader. 

 

2-2: - Less time finding parking space, less emission, greener city 

- Less labor cost, fewer human errors, automatically fee calculation and collection, more 

revenue turnover 

-  By Smart parking meter By Labor Ticketing 

Average parking rate Per 

100 parking space 

79.9% 33.2% 

Average daily 

contribution/per space 

USD$7 USD$3 

Table1：Smart parking meter vs traditional labor ticketing 

- Multiple payment method, easy checkout, save time 
 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION: Please send any supporting information to the address above, 

including information from candidate (i.e. excerpt from program description, web site print-out, 

press release, etc.) 

As Attachment. 

 

3. DIGITAL OPPORTUNITY AWARD 
Individuals, academic institutions, corporations, NGOs or government authorities that have 

made a remarkable and successful effort at providing digital opportunities to those in need are 

eligible for this award.  Nominees must help facilitate the deployment of information and 

communications technology and use of the internet among inner city populations, or in towns, 

rural areas or cities in developing and least-developed countries in order to be considered for 

this award.  WITSA member associations have autonomy in nominating and selecting the most 

qualified candidates in their respective country or region.  In order to nominate a candidate, the 

WITSA member association must demonstrate the effectiveness of the program; approximate 

the number of people benefiting from the program; describe the degree of intensiveness of the 

program; and evaluate the level of innovation used in achieving the program’s goals. 

 

YOUR NOMINEE(S):  

3-1: Intumit Inc. for Smart Robot-Empowering Your Business with Artificial Intelligence 

3-2: Digital Education Institute (DEI), under the Institute for Information Industry (III) for 

Learning Beyond School Alliance 

3-3:  Smart System Institute (SSI) of Institute for Information Industry (III) for iTribe 
 



REASONS FOR NOMINATION (please justify why you think your candidate is qualified):  

3-1: Intumit Inc. 

 SmartRobot is one of few commercialized VCA solutions in Great China with proven 

business value and solid customer base. 

 Serves as the “AI brain” with an end-to-end solution for enterprises to cover robotic process 

automation, IT process automation, contact center assistant, 

 Quickly integrates with enterprise’s customer Q&A database with less resources and cost 

required, compared with other main competitors. 

 Provides enhanced know your customer (KYC) practice based on conversation and 

identifies customer’s characteristics, such as gender, age, and intention of invest, and then 

provide marketing activities accordingly such promotion plans and portfolio suggestions.  

3-2: Learning Beyond School Alliance promotes equal learning rights around the world. We 

believe that using technology could “Connect People, Create Value”. Even the children in the 

most remote island, still have the same learning opportunities as those in the metropolis. This 

Alliance focuses on globally connected Learning, equal learning opportunities, and economy 

Philosophy sharing. It not only is the K12 interactive online school, OISP for smart education, 

but also is a co-learning center of global issues. It has over 100 interactive live broadcast courses 

which affect more than 40,000 K12 schools and under-resourced teachers and students. 

Moreover, it’s a teaching aids dispatch center with the integration of 100 industries, more than 

hundreds of volunteers who build up the ecosphere and promote educational UBER teaching aids 

to the rural areas. Learning Beyond School Alliance pays close attention to the latest learning 

technologies and development in global learning industry, including distance learning, AR/VR, 

ClassFu (an classroom atmosphere management system), brainwave system of detecting face, 

robot maker teaching, IoT, and so on. We expect that technology and education can be fully 

integrated, then creates a new power of learning. 

 

3-3: SSI of Institute for Information Industry (III) for iTribe 

 New (Innovation) 

【The largest free wireless broadband network service for the Indigenous area in the world.】 

Firstly, the wireless broadband application was built in FuXing District by III as a typical of 

success. Providing this technical abilities and practical experiences to the COUNCIL OF 

INDIGENOUS PEOPLE to build fundamental infrastructures in indigenous tribes for the needs 

of the next generation, to protect digital right, to shorten digital gap, and to balance the 

development of urban and rural area. 



 Key 

Build a wireless broadband develop strategy and application promote policy for the Indigenous 

area. 

Be responsible for planning, supervision, acceptance, integration and promotion of innovative 

applications of “Building Wireless Broadband Environment in Indigenous Area” project to 

maximize the benefit. 

i-Tribe is not only offering free wireless broadband Internet access but also providing the 

application services (for example: medical, education, humanities, tourism, agriculture), to 

elevate the development of industries and to increase job opportunities. 

 

The i-Tribe provides the largest free wireless broadband network service for the Indigenous area 

in the world. The range and efficiency of i-Tribe network service is as follows: 1,463 million 

person-times, 577TB+ total data flow, 96,611 total users(in 145 tribes), and upgrading the 

quality of the WiFi AP. The i-Tribe is not only offering free wireless broadband Internet access 

but also providing the application services (for example: medical, education, humanities, tourism, 

agriculture), to elevate the development of industries and to increase job opportunities.   

 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION: Please send any supporting information to the address above, 

including information from candidate (i.e. excerpt from program description, web site print-out, 

press release, etc.) 

As attachment.  

4. SUSTAINABLE GROWTH AWARD 
Individuals, academic institutions, corporations, NGOs or government authorities that have 

made a remarkable and successful effort at using ICTs as a tool to promote sustainable 

economic growth. Sustainable economic growth shall be defined as the ability to improve our 

financial and social wellbeing without compromising the prosperity or wellbeing of future 

generations; a sustainable economy is therefore one in which economic growth is decoupled 

from environmental impacts. The three key challenges are climate change, resource degradation 

and pollution.  At the heart of all three is energy efficiency and the role that ICTs may have. 

 

YOUR NOMINEE(S):  

4-1: Institute for Information Industry (III) is the Driving Force of Taiwan’s Information 

Technology Industry Transformation. 
 

REASONS FOR NOMINATION (please justify why you think your candidate is qualified):  
 

The Remote Immersive Experience Platform is the first platform in Taiwan to maximize VR 

potential to bring remote things/events/scenes back to one site, thus could greatly reduce energy 

consumption and carbon emission while traveling to the real spot. This platform has been 

widely used in tourism and education, which is the main industry and service in our selected 

implementation spot, Taitung, Taiwan. 

 



SUPPORTING INFORMATION: Please send any supporting information to the address above, 

including information from candidate (i.e. excerpt from program description, web site print-out, 

press release, etc.) 

As attachment. 

5. MOBILE EXCELLENCE AWARD 
This Award will recognize innovators, leaders, change agents and trend-setters spanning the 

global mobile ecosystem from lifestyle to technology and entertainment. In a world of new 

technology and innovations, this award will take into consideration the successful application of 

mobile technology in areas of humanitarianism, health, mobile social awareness and justice, 

freedom of expression, sustainable growth, business and commerce, effective delivery of public 

services and transparency. 

 

YOUR NOMINEE(S):  

5-1: Mercuries Data System Ltd.  

 

5-2: Smart System Institute (SSI) of Institute for Information Industry (III)- for XParking. 
 

REASONS FOR NOMINATION (please justify why you think your candidate is qualified):  

 

5-1: Mercuries Data System Ltd.  

1. Enhance business efficiency by cross-border new mobile technology  

2. Accelerate the upgrading of traditional industrial systems 

3. Low cost integrated-cloud-resources support for small companies. 

5-2: Smart System Institute (SSI) of Institute for Information Industry (III)- for XParking. 
 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION: Please send any supporting information to the address above, 

including information from candidate (i.e. excerpt from program description, web site print-out, 

press release, etc.) 

 

6. INNOVATIVE eHEALTH SOLUTIONS AWARD 
Award Criteria- This Award recognizes Individuals, healthcare institutions, academic institutions, 

corporations, NGOs or governments that have made remarkable and successful efforts at 

utilizing ICTs as a tool to promote health and health care such as telehealth, mHealth (mobile 

health), eHealth or through eLearning, electronic health records, big data, legal frameworks, or 

social media. Solutions utilized may range from provision of information to keep citizens healthy, 

to support for public health in communities, care and support systems in health facilities, and 

from all the above the data needed to inform management and policy-makers. 

 

YOUR NOMINEE(S):  

None 
 

REASONS FOR NOMINATION (please justify why you think your candidate is qualified):  



 

 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION: Please send any supporting information to the address above, 

including information from candidate (i.e. excerpt from program description, web site print-out, 

press release, etc.) 

 

 

7. WITSA’s Emerging Digital Solutions (WEDS) Award 

The Emerging Digital Solutions winner is selected for their proven and scalable innovative 

digital solutions capable of transforming the wellbeing, prosperity, connectivity or productivity 

of others around the world.  

 

This award will take into consideration the successful application of ICT in such areas as 

humanitarianism, health, social awareness and justice, rule of law, sustainable growth, business 

and commerce, health care, education, as well as the effective delivery of public services and 

transparency. 

 

YOUR NOMINEE(S):  

7-1: MiTAC Information Technology Corp. 

 

REASONS FOR NOMINATION (please justify why you think your candidate is qualified):  

 

IDSmart™ library, the RFID solutions cover all relevant areas and applications in library. 

These include 24/7 automatic return station, self-service check-out and return station, auto 

sorting systems, automated stock-taking, and security protection against the theft of books, 

CDs and DVDs. With this efficient UHF RFID system in place, library and patrons can now 

expect to have faster and shorter queues when checking out and returning library materials. 

The objectives are to improve the workflow processes in library, to increase the circulation, 

solve cost and wasting time issues.  

 

 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION: Please send any supporting information to the address above, 

including information from candidate (i.e. excerpt from program description, web site print-out, 

press release, etc.) 

As attachment. 

 

8. Digital Inclusion Award 

In order for the Digital Age to fulfill its promise, it must consider the unique challenges faced by 

diverse populations. This includes people with disabilities and others who face longstanding 

barriers to social inclusion. Digital Inclusion is defined as the “ability of individuals and groups 

to access and use information and communication technologies (ICTs). Digital inclusion 

encompasses not only access to the Internet but also the availability of hardware and software; 



relevant content and services; and training for the digital literacy skills required for effective use 

of ICTs.”1 

 

This award recognizes solutions enabling accessibility for those individuals who have 

traditionally not benefited from ICT. This award also seeks innovative solutions that create 

meaningful employment through ICT for those who have traditionally been underrepresented in 

the labor force. Of particular interest to WITSA are applications that embed inclusion and 

accessibility in the original design as opposed to retrofitting existing applications. 

 

YOUR NOMINEE(S):  

8-1: TradeVan_ 

 

REASONS FOR NOMINATION (please justify why you think your candidate is qualified):  

TRADE-VAN is a high-quality, value-oriented information services provider. Besides emphasis 

on profitable and sustainable growth, the company has helped Taiwan government develop in the 

field of information and communication technology (ICT) in belief of a paperless, internet-

driven era.  Embodied with mission to be eco-friendly, we are dedicated to developing relevant 

services surrounding digital government policies and e-commerce to foster information 

transparency and timeliness, abridge gap between urban and rural area, and ultimately achieve 

universally accessible world of information.  TRADE-VAN has been dedicated to the 

development of digital life-related services, decreasing the digital barriers. The company has 

participated in several government digital services projects and developed proprietary ASP 

services. Services, such as e-taxation, foreign visitor VAT tax refund and UBI car insurance, for 

further explanation, please refer to the attachment.  

 

 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION: Please send any supporting information to the address above, 

including information from candidate (i.e. excerpt from program description, web site print-out, 

press release, etc.) 

As attachment. 

                                                 

 


